
London Becomes Financial Center for Europe

Pastor David is continuously leading Europe, setting up all ministries precisely. As of January 
12, 2006, the e-business ministry is now finally established in Europe with an official 
appointment of its representative Etienne Uzac, a French native from London, U.K. 

During yesterday's meeting with the U.K. members in London, Pastor emphasized on the 
importance of Christian Today newspaper and e-business ministry in London. Along with the 
appointment of leader Etienne, several personnel changes were made in step with Pastor's 
recent focus on the financial ministry in U.K.

"Now, London became the financial center for Europe. You have to be fast and go on 
powerfully," said Pastor. "God will give you everything. But if another country develops much 
more in the next several months, then all these things will be given to them," he continued.

Below is the reflection of leader Etienne upon his new commission. 

"I can feel that it is the time for London to rise up greatly, especially in business ministries. I 
believe God is only waiting to pour down many blessings, we just have to make sure we can 
receive them well. This is a great and critical commission for UK and Europe and I pray that I 
can fulfil it well. I will ask for precious experience and guidance to American and Asian e-
business leaders. This is a battle of faith. The outcome has already been determined by God, it 
is about how fast my faith can be strongly set up. I will pray more for help from our Father as I 
wish to use this commission as a way by which I can entirely rely upon Him."

Amen. Let us pray for the Etienne and the newly established e-business ministry in the U.K. to 
thrive and prosper quickly and contribute greatly to the development of Europe mission. 
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